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Boy Scout Handbook Cover of the 12th EditionAuthorBoy Scouts of AmericaCountryUnited StatesLanguageEnglishPublication date1910, 1st edition2020, 14th editionISBN978-0-8395-3102-9OCLC302189421Dewey Decimal369.43 22LC ClassHS3313 . B69 2009 Boy Scout Handbook is the official handbook of Scouts
BSA. It is a descendant of Baden-Powell's original handbook, Scouting for Boys, which is the basis for Scout manuals in many countries, with some variations on the book's text depending on the codes of each country and customs. The original edition of the handbook was based on the work of Baden-Powell. Ernest
Thompson Seton combined his Woodcraft manual, the Birch Bark Rolls, with Baden-Powell's Scouting for Boys. Later works were done by other authors. William Green Bar Bill Hillcourt wrote the 6th, 7th and 9th editions. Frederick L. Hines wrote the 8th, and Robert Birkby the 10th, 11th and 12th editions. [1] 1910
original edition Handbook The First Official Handbook, subtitled A Handbook of Woodworking, Scouting, and Life-Craft was published from July 1910 to March 1911 and appeared in eight different variations. It was written by Ernest Seton and drew heavily on Baden-Powell's Scouting for Boys, it contained information
about the organization of Scouting, signs and signaling, and camping, as well as Scouting games and a description of various Scouting honors. Notably, this book did not emphasize first aid, knife and axe use, or map and compass work, as later editions would do. Because this edition was intended only as a temporary
guide until an authoritative handbook could be made, it is now known as the 1910 Original Edition Handbook. The cover art was an illustration of Baden-Powell. About 28,000 copies were printed, not 68,900 as previously thought. [1] [2] First edition The Official Handbook for Boys was published in June 1911. [1] In this
edition, the American Scouting Program was standardized, albeit with many omissions and errors (cf. external connections). As with the Original Edition, many now-standard Scouting skills were passed on, including knife and axe use and map and compass work. The book describes many Scout-like virtues and
qualifications. After a long section on what a Scout should know, including chivalry, history, and national issues, it is noted that in short, to be a good Scout is to be a well-educated, knowledgeable boy. [3] Scouts BSA The Boy Scouting program began admitting girls in 2019 and was renamed Scouts BSA. The handbook



was renamed the Scouts BSA Handbook. It is available in two editions with identical content, but one with pictures of boys and one of girls. Later editions Dates and names of the various editions are:[1] The Handbook for Boys: A handbook of woodworking, scouting and life craft (1st red.). 1910–1911. The Official
Handbook for Boys (2nd ed.). 1914–1927. The official manual for (Every Boy's Library (Boy Scouts of America Edition) ed.). 1914–1927. Revised manual for boys (3rd red.). 1927–1940. Revised manual for boys (4th red.). 1940–1948. Handbook for Boys (5th ed.). 1948–1959. Boy Scout Handbook (6th ed.). 1959–1965.
Boy Scout Handbook (7th ed.). 1965–1972. Scout Handbook (8th ed.). 1972–1979. [4] [5] Official Boy Scout Handbook (9th ed.). 1979–1990. [6] Boy Scout Handbook (10th ed.). 1990–1998. Boy Scout Handbook (11th ed.). 1998–2009. Boy Scouts Mini Handbook (11th ed.). 2009.; an extract from the standard handbook
for use as a temporary promotion record Boy Scout Handbook (12th ed.). 2009–2016. Boy Scout Handbook (13th ed.). 2016–2019. Scouts BSA Handbook for Boys (14th ed.). 2019. Scouts BSA Handbook for Girls (14th ed.). 2019. References ^ a b c d Editions: Boy Scout Handbook by Boy Scouts of America.
LibraryDing. LibraryDing. Archived from the original on April 7, 2016. Picked up on July 31, 2011. ^ Scott, David C. (2006). The Origins of BSA's 1910 Handbook. International Scouting Collectors Association Journal (ISCA Journal). 6 (4): 6–13. ^ Boy Scout Handbook Covers. Boy Scouts of America: 95 years of service.
Boy Scouts of America. 2005. Archived from the original on 1 October 2005. Picked up on June 9, 2007. ^ Eighth edition. History of the Boy Scout Handbook (BSA). troop97.net. Picked up on September 30, 2019. ^ The Handbook's 8th Edition Brings Big Changes to Scout Skills. Scouting Wire. June 1, 2016. ^ Ninth
edition. History of the Boy Scout Handbook (BSA). troop97.net. Picked up on September 30, 2019. External links Wikisource has original text regarding this article: Handbook for Boys Scouting portal Boy Scout Handbook. The official BSA Supply website. History of the Boy Scout Handbook. Troop 97. Peterson, Robert
(September 1999). The perfect book for a desert island. Scouting Magazine. MeritBadge.Org. Archived from the original on 21 December 2009. MediaWiki-based site that provides merit badge worksheets and other resources to Scouts and leaders in the U.S. USScouts.Org. another volunteer site that provides resources
to Scouts and leaders in the U.S. Picked up from Earlier this year, the 13th and final edition of a rather familiar face began to appear in Scout stores across the country: the Boy Scout Handbook. For 105 years - with over 40 million copies in print - this guide to life and adventure has helped shepherd millions of boys
through the ranks of Scouting, and from childhood to early adulthood. But before there could be a 13th edition, there had to be 12 others (actually 13 previous editions, with 22 different covers, but later more about that piece of trivia)... How were these manuals developed? How did they see In the coming weeks we will
give a glimpse into the history of the books that have accompanied millions of American boys on countless adventures. (Be sure to check out our Instagram feed as we feature each edition's cover artwork, as well as a few treasures from Scouting's past – courtesy of the National Scouting Museum – as we make our way
to the 13th edition.) Original Edition The very first version of the Boy Scout Handbook was published rather hastily in 1910, the same year the BSA was officially recorded. These were early days for the Scouting movement, with many rules, regulations and standards yet to be determined, so the National Council set out
to create a temporary version of the handbook until the organization found its feet. Ernest Thompson Seton, a naturalist and artist who was one of the founders of the BSA and its early leaders, used a number of sources to compile the first Handbook of Woodworking, Scouting, and Life-craft. The result - which is referred
to as the Original Edition in recognition of its interim status, and the reason why there really are 14 editions - laid the groundwork for all future textbooks to come. The oil cloth cover featured a line drawing by Scouting founder Sir Robert S.S. Baden-Powell of a Scout with an American flag, while the 192 pages (by far the
least of all editions) were full of instruction on basic BSA organization, camping, signaling, and games meant to thrill (and exhaust) guys in the program. Compared to more modern textbooks, however, there were some glaring gaps in content considered essential for today's scouts. For example, there is no mention of
reading maps or using knives and bees, while subjects such as walking and conservation are omitted in the same way. First edition In the next version of the handbook, referred to as the first edition of The Official Handbook for Boys, the BSA attempted to address some of these omissions by forming an editorial to guide
the book's production, and assigning experts to pen individual chapters. The cover, by artist Gordon Grant, featured a line drawing of a uniformed Scout in front of a campsite, with his hat held high. Inside, a foreword by Seton summed up his goals: We broadcast our Official Handbook, therefore, with the sincere desire
that many boys in it can find new methods for the proper use of their leisure and fresh inspiration in their efforts to advance their hours of recreation to strong, noble masculinity in the coming days. Make At a glance: Original Edition, Boy Scouts of America Official Handbook and First Edition, The Official Handbook for
Boys Published: Original Edition: 1910; Edition: 1911 Cover artwork: Original: Sir Robert S.S. Baden-Powell, founder of Scouting movement; First: Gordon Grant Author: Original: Ernest Thompson Seton, BSA co-founder, with contributions Baden-Powell; First: Editorial Copies: Original: 68,900; First: 313,500 Cost: 25
cents Trivia: Baden-Powell's cover artwork on the Original Edition is almost identical to the cover of the first British Scout handbook, Scouting for Boys, with one exception: an American flag is exchanged for the Union Jack. For the first edition, several coloured covers (olive green and maroon) were used for the first time,
indicating small differences in content. What edition of the handbook did you (or your son, brother, father, grandfather) wear as a scout? What's your personal favorite? For more on the history of the Boy Scout Handbook, check out the excellent work done by Troop 97 in Fort Collins, CO, which is a member of the Longs
Peak Council. About this item: Boy Scouts of America, New York, 1936. Hardcover. Condition: Good. 1st edition. Brown cloth, illus. orange and black. 6th ptg.: November 1940. Mild rubbing to corners and spine limbs, a few short (1/16) tears at the head of the spine. Remnant of the price sticker mounted on front cover.
Dried glue residue in both covers, interior otherwise unmarked and intact. Firm, square bond. Size: 12mo - over 63/4 - 73/4 high. Book. Seller stock # 052782 Learn more about this seller | Contact this seller 5. Stock Image On this item: Boy Scouts of America, New Brunswick, 1973. Wraps. Condition: Good-. Second
print. The classic, official Boy Scouts handbook, filled with advice, tips, guidance, etc. on all aspects of scouting, camping, hiking, backpacking, and all related outdoor activities. Wraps, illustrations, indexed, 480pp., card cover loose from binding, interior pagetion clean and bright in it, but some pages show light pencil
notes to corners. A good reading and working copy. Rare. Size: 8vo - over 73/4 - 93/4 high. Former owner Signature. Seller stock # 00009947 Learn more about this seller | Contact this seller 7. About this item: Oxford University Press, 1982. Hardcover. Condition: Very good. Dust Jacket Condition: Dustjacket included.
First edition. ISBN 0195031024. Hardback. First prints as indicated by number line descending on a copyright page. Very slight wear on corners and edges; faint fox on the upper edge; otherwise tight, sound and unmarked in very good condition. Dust coat with light wear on corners and edges; light browning to flaps;
$15.95 original price is present and cut loose on the front flap of fabric coat; Very good condition. No signature. Seller stock # 9813704 Learn more about this seller | Contact this seller 9. Seller's Image On This Item: Oxford University Press, New York, 1982. Hardcover. Condition: Very good. Dust Jacket Condition:
Good. First edition. Octavo (6 x 9.25), brown cloth, gilded, in pictorial coat. 284pp. with index and notes. Some illustration. A dent in the jacket at the joint and a few small chips at the head of the sopine. a pinch of foxes on the upper edge. A scout doesn't bomb and invade a neutral country and then lie about it. Seller
stock # 14607 More information about this seller | Contact this seller 19. Seller's Image On This Item: Oxford University Press, New York, 1982. Hardcover. Condition: Fine. Dust Jacket Condition: Very good. 1st edition. Oxford University Press, New York, New York, 1982. Hardcover. Book it says: Near fine. Dust Jacket
Condition: Very good to fine. 284 pages inc. Index. 1st edition. Book description: Oxford University Press, New York, 1982. Canvas hardback. Book is: first edition. 8vo - over 73/4 - 93/4 high. The book is in Fine condition with exception of a small meadow to ffep. Clear, fresh, clean content, free of the names of the
previous owner or tag. Jacket is enclosed in non-removable, clear protector. Seller stock # 003153 More information about this seller | Contact this seller 20. About this item: BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA. HARDBOUND. STATE: ALMOST FINE TO FINE. ILLUSTRATED (illustrator). REPRINT OF 1911 FIRST EDITION.
THIS IS A NICE HARDBOUND REPRINT OF THE 1911 FIRST EDITION OF THE BOY SCOUNT HANDBOOK. L.NO DATE IS GIVEN, BUT I WOULD THINK 1950 OR SO. LAID IN FRONT OF THE VOLUME IS THE CARD THAT WAS SENT TO ADVERTISE THE BOOK. STATING IT IS A SPECFIAL LIMITED
EDITION OF THE 1911 HANDBOOK.#3100.OFFERING THE VOLUME FOR $5.00.THIS WAS SENT TO SCOUT DISTRIBUTORS. A NICE ONE AT A LOW PRICE: OCTAVO. 1911 BOY SCOUT REPRINT. Seller stock # MLGHX6481 Learn more about this seller | Contact this seller 21. Seller's Image On This Item:
Oxford University Press, New York, 1982. Softcover. Condition: Near fine. First edition. 284pp. Trade paperback. Modest wear and tear, almost fine. A Galaxy Book, GB 782. Seller stock # 422897 Learn more about this seller | Contact this seller 22. About this item: Oxford University Press, New York, 1982. Hb.
Condition: VG. Dust Jacket Condition: VG. First edition. Clean brown-mauvey cloth on shelves with gilded titles. Edges: moderate foxes. Clean content. B/w illustrations. Binding is VG. 284p Dj: really weak touch of suns to the spine. Gently rub and light little only small scratches. Seller stock # 033527 Learn more about
this seller | Contact this seller 23. Seller's Image On This Item: Oxford University Press, 1982. Hardcover. Condition: Very good. Dust Jacket Condition: Good + Fabric jacket. First edition. 1st edition of 1st edition, from a private collection. Very good hardcover in good +/very good fabric coat. Full number line. is tight,
sturdy and square. Previous owner's inscription on front endpaper, otherwise text very good. Small plankwear, very light foxing at the top and front edges (not to the cloth shelves, though). Unclipped fabric jacket has rubbing, some some at the edges. Ships from Dinkytown in Minneapolis, Minnesota. Seller stock #
262954 More information about this seller | Contact this seller 26. Seller's Image On This Item: Sydney: Angus and Robertson, (1952, 1952. first edition). Octavo, 68 pp., photos, laminated shelves, some wear. Seller stock #8629 Learn more about this seller | Contact this seller 27. Seller's Image On This Item: Oxford
University Press, New York, 1982. Hardcover. First edition. Popular book of essays by this National Book Award-winning author and literary critic. First prints. Octavo; brown cloth, with titles stamped in gilded on the spine; dust coat; 284pp. Spine gilded light dulled, otherwise Fine in a Near Fine, unclipped dustjacket, with
a single small crack and small plankwear on panels. Seller stock # 23106 More information about this seller | Contact this seller 28. About this item: McClelland and Stewart, Toronto, 1919. Paperback. Condition: Good Plus. First prints. A good plus paperback. Cover image of The Scout making a greeting. Heavy folds on
covers and spine with a cloth exposed. Content have some age toning around the edges. 18 pages of intro and 655 pages of content. First edition. Some pages have some spots near the spine. Seller stock #2A5126 Learn more about this seller | Contact this seller 30. Page 2 2
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